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McLennon An Intramural •.Thriller As
National Teams Wrap Up Seasons .
I

March2007
..

.

•

Winner Declared in ·
McLennon Competition
.
.

by Hasmik Badalian, associate editor
Related: Moot Court, Mock Trial National Teams, please see Page 6

March 9, 2007:Students look on during th_e final round of the 2007 Paul A. McLennon, Sr., Moot Court Competition
as a three judge panel questions finalists Andrew Haden, 2L (Podium) and Jaines DeSilva, 2L. Photo by Jim Coit

PILF. Poker Tournament SBA Election Resu1ts In
Draws-a Full House
by Jerry Pfohl, staff writer
Maybe it was the luck of the ·Irish; or maybe it
was just the luck of the Patrick's. Either way, there was
no luck _involved in making the 2007 Public Interest Law
Foundation Poker tournament a complete succe.ss.
Students, alums, professors, ringers · and
spectators alike gathered .in the second floor of Warren
Hall on Friday, March 16, prepared for an exciting night
of Texas Hold 'Em.
Entrants started the night with $1,000 in chips.
True, those chips only had value inside the makeshift
poker hall, but the stone-faced players would need every
chip they could get their hands on in order to succeed.
Please see Poker, continued_page 8

Plus Updates on Online Registration and
Potential Curriculum, Calendar Changes
by Angeline Anastasopoulos,
staff writer

This is my last Motions article as your SBA
· President. It has truly been an lionor to serve the school
this past year. You ail did an excellent job of keeping me
on my toes and making sute that I was never bored!
Bar Association officers
The n:ew Student
certainly have their work cut out for them. Congratulations
to the new executive board: Cole Cannon: President, John
Lo: Day Vice President, Ahnie Smith: Evening Vice
President, Treasurer: Marissa Lyftogt, Secretary: Lois
,Seong. Also, congratulations to everyone who ran for ·
office. You all campaigned well, fought hard, and made
Please see Election, continued page l 0

Curing the Human Plague of the
_2 0th Century
by Peter Stockburger, staff writer

Students fill the second floor of Warren Hall participating
the PILP Poker Tournament. Photo by Tiffany Keith

The human plague of the 20th century was not
biologicai. It was not ·something tangible. Instead, the
-deadly infliction that spread like wildfire throughout the
global community during the past century was a doctrine
of customary international law, official impunity. In short,
s
. the rule is as follows: if you are acting in your official
capacity, and acting in the interest of the state, you are
immune from prosecution on an international scale. As
a result, millions dead ·and tortured throughout Africa,
Latin America and the Middle East, and.not one official is
·held accountable. Stings the nostrils, doesn't it?
Each international criminal tribunal that was
e_stablished and set up during the.20th century (Nuremberg
Please see Plague, continued page 9

Endowed through the generosity of USD law
professor Michael Devitt and his .family in honor of
a longtime family friend, Paul A. McLennon, Sr., the
McLennon Moot·Court Competition is one of the most
rigorous intramural competitions in the nation. ·
Established in 2001, the McLennon competition
is intended not only to provide students with an
opportunity to develop their brief-writing and advocacy
skills, but also to showcase the talents ofUSD students to
. the legal community.
McLennon is a unique 'intramural because it
involves a large number of competitors, spans a lengthy
amount of time, has an educational component, a:nd .
boasts a distinguished judge panel for the final round.
The educaticmal component is a four-week class where
top-notch practitioners and judges from the community
conie and speak to the competitors about the nuances of
written and oral appellate advocacy.
As described by all the judges, this year's problem was
particularly difficult and intertwined.
The facts and legal disposition were based ' on
a real case (United States v: Afshari) that involved an
individual's First Amendment right in making donations
to organizations designated by the Secretary of State
as a Foreign Terrorist Organization. While the Ninth .
. Circuit denied rehearing the matter in the real case, the
McLennon problem assumed that the Supreme Court had
granted certiorari to the Ninth Circuit and would receive
written briefs and hear oral arguments.
This year, the competition consisted of two
preliminary rounds held over the course of a week in late
February. At each round, every competitor was required
Please see McLennon, continued page 6
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Editor's Comment

November 2006

Thanks for picking up a copy of the March issue of features two great articles o'u their recent events and then,
Motions, you.won't be disappointed·as this issue is packed depending ,on whether you are reading an issue with the
with both substance and variety. 17 students contributed April Fool's issue intact, you discover that law students
to this issue for a total of 19 articles and that doesn't even can be funny. To round it off, we have additional humor
include the April Fool's issue that we produced at the same in the regular issue with the five greatest lawyers ever, we
time. Moreover,-this Motions also has a number of features have cartoons, and we finally have a point/counterpoint.
that I'll point out below.
We're missing the last segment of our survey
· Since this is the second to last regular issue of results because frankly, we ran out of room. Plus, we're
Motions this year, we are beginning to accept applications hoping to have a i::ouple articles tied into some of the
fot next year's staff._Open positions include editor-in-chief results and we didn't want them to have to compete with
(you.get to writethis column, guide the layout, coordinate all the features we already had lined up
emails and editors·, oh and there's a mode.st stipend);
Finally, we're hoping to have a Motions sociai
assistant editor; associate editor(s); business editor; and event- in mid April to inaugurate our new cl:ub. That's
SBA representative (the responsibilities of the rest of rright, Motions , now works ·symbiotically with the
these positions is determined year by year, but primarily Motions Writer's Club to provide more opportunities for
the editors, well, edit articles). If you are interested, email contributing writers and any interested members of the
usdlawmotions@gmail.comfor more information or else law .school to potentially have a book club, bring in gp.est
with a resume and a one page summary of the position(s) speakers on media law, and as a way of giving back to
you would like to apply for and whf
·the community, volunteering to read to children. Look for
On to the issue: This was_a great news month as fliers and as always, please. contact me with any comments
,
denoted by our headlines on the front page and furtll,er in or concerns. Thanks!
our special section describing the successes of ournational
teams in mock trial and m.oot court. We also have in-depth Jared D. Ackley
coverage of issues ranging from Darfur to HPV to the editor-in-chief
Death Penalty. Cat Tran finishes off her amazing year-long
series on networking and mentoring with an article on how
to be a menfor on page two. The Women's Law.Caucus

Inside the Professor's office

by Jared D. Ackley, editor-in-chief

Our interviewee for March's "Inside the . used by a law professor when they don't have to; like
Stock epistemological.
Professor's Office" is Professor Frank Partnoy.
Option (you learn a lot about these often overlooked Motions : What turns you on legally, creatively, spiritually
value-creators in his classes) teaches and researches in or emotionally?
the areas of corporate law; corporate finance, and market Professor Partnoy: Anything that involves a lot of money.
regulation. Before joining the faculty in 1997, Professor · Motions: What turns you off?
Partnoy spent time working as an investment banker in Professor Partnoy: People who take themselves too
New York and also as an attorney in Washington, D.C. His seriously turn, me off.
observations of life on Wall Street are chronicled in two I Motions: What is your favorite legal word?
of his works, Greed: How Deceit and Risk Corrupted the Professor Partnoy: Derivative .
Financial Market and F.I.A.S.C,O.: Blood in the Water on Motions: What sound or noise do you love?
Wall Street.
Professor Partnoy: I don't know if people know that I
The affable Professor Partnoy always. makes have a family and a dog outside the classroom.I'll say two
sure to prepare his students not only on the mec;hanics of things: my yellow lab Fletch howiing when I coine home
derivative suits and the Business Judgment Rule, but also and the singing voice of my seven year old daughter.
on real world practicalities such as "cocktail lingo" (Don't Motions: What sound or noise do you hate?
say subsidiary, say sub) and how to predict the weather Professor Partrioy: I hate the sound of lawnmowers
using the niarket. Professor Partnoy also mentioned - something about my childhood and mowing lawns.
numerous times that . studies . have shown people can Motions: What profession other than law .professor would
only pay attention for eight minute segments at a time. you like to attempt?
We'd better get started. Thanks to Professor Partnoy for Professor Partnoy: I've always wanted to be a bartender;
participating:
·have my own little place. I think ·that would be fun.
Motions: What is your favorite word?
Motions: What profession would you not like to do?
Professor Partnoy: That would be Jayhawk (Professor , Professor Partnoy: Corporate Law.
Partnoy attended the University of Kansas for undergrad Motions: If you were in front of the U.S. Supreme Court,
and
I type .this interview out, they .are up 3 points in what would you like to hear The Chief Justice say after you
the first quarter oftheirSweet 16 game against Southern have walked through the marble Corinthian columns?
•
•
Professor Partnoy: I think.maybe what I'll say is, aren't
Illinois.) I
Motions: What is your least favorite word?
you the guy who used the word "f_ _" three. times at your
Professor Partnoy: I guess .that would be any word moot court competition at Yale? (A competition he won).

Mr.

as

Mentoring: It's Your Tum

by Catherine L. Tran, staff writer.

I de:Qnifely . do not have all the answers .. No
one really does, but it does not mean that I do not have
something valuable to share or something from which
others may learn.
Every fall, _the Student Bar Association organizes
a mentoring. program that matches incoming first-year
students with upper-class students: First-year students who
sign up to be matched with mentors usually far outnumber
the 2Ls and 3Ls who are willing to mentor. this year many
mentors each had three or four mentees, which dilutes the
effectiveness of the program. .
_
You may have an excuse: I don't have the time
I don't know anything; or I wouldn't be a good mentor.
However, mentoring does not have to be time consuming.
You do not have to be a starstudent either. Trust me, with
at least one year of law school under your belt, you are
qualified to be a mentor to 1 Ls:All you need to do is share
your experjence. If you get asked about something you do
not know, you can simply point your in the right direction
or or you can ask your friends if they know the answer.
Mentoring others is. one way you can help firstyear students to develop their legal education and find a.
career path. Most people have benefited from the wisdom
and experience of others: it is only fitting to give back by
doing the same for those who come after you. During my
first year, the extensive advice and .help l received from
2Ls and 3Ls made my life easier and more manageable. •
What can you do · for your mentee? Here are
some possibilities. The important thing is to give. your
mentee ideas they can use - whether or not theyput them

to immediate use What works for one person will not
11ecessarily work for others, but it may. It is your job as
a mentor to shed light on the many tools your mentee has
access to but ultimately, it is up to your mentee to take
your advice and insight or leave it
Get information about your mentee 's professors.
Does the professor lecture or use the Socratic method?
What is the format, of the· exam: multiple-choice, racehorse issue spotting, policy essay, short-answer or a
combination? Explain the concept of push and pull points,
and remind your mentee to find out about her professors'
policies. Perhaps the professor likes certain hypotheticals
or frequently uses particular phrases.
Discuss study strategies. Tell your mentee what
you did and why you think it worked or did not work
for you. Did you study alone or in a group? What study
aids did you use? Explain what you would have done
differently, if anything . .
Please see Mentoring, continued page 9

Sudoku: Solutions from February
Medium
Hard
#3

-

·.U 'LEMING'S
.·.· .
.

.

-r :
..
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FuNDAMENTALSOF LAW . -_._-. --

,.,--,_

.

.

13_e,;Pvepcu-e,d;cuui,pa,w Y~F~E~LOn¼' wU;h, •

.

-__ TH.E 'EXAM SOLUTION®·_

.•

Review specific areas of Law through ~utlines designed for each area··
covered.This material is not available in p·ublished form . . _ · · .
•• Provide .Exam Approach a_nd Checklist for. each area covered. ·
.. Provide-Exam Analysis and Issue Spotting for each area cover~d.
-· ~Devel~p Outline Organization techniques for each area covered.
Structure Adversary Arguhlentswithin the IRAC format
· • Provide Writing Technique for each area covered. .
• ·Outline and Analy?e two final exa·m.hypotheticals for each area covered.
· • Provide Excellent Review for Multistate Examinations . .
• Most of all, train you to Write Superior Answers ...

Wednesday, April 18, 2007 .
6:30pm to 10:30·pm

Ce>NfRAcrs·n -~

u~c.c. .

- Friday, April -20, 2007

,

·. · 6:oo i?'rrrfol't:i:Jo\:;rti=·::,
·::· coRPC>RATIONS .

FORMATION, POWERS & MANAGEMENT;

illosED

a

•

DUJY OF-CARE/

LOYALTY. SEC V1otATIONS;
CofiPORATIONS.
- FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES IN CoRPORAJE STRuciuRE· .

Thursday, April 26, 2007 ·
• 6:30 pm to l 0:30 pm

Friday, April 27, 2007
. 6:30 pm to l 0:30 pm

NEGUGENCE DEIEtru, SiJMvlJ. SIAlU!ES, WRONGF\IL DEAJH,SlRICl UAB!JIY,
vr:Jl'IJ.f, UAB!JIY, Pmx;IB lJwiv, Nu5AOCE, M ~ .
llisNESI ]ORIS. DEFIMAJION; INvAION OF PRIVACY

FUNDAMEt!TAl OBSE~AllONS; INCHOATE CRIMES. CRIMES AGAJNSf
lHE P!RSON:HOMK:IDE. HABITATION; ]HE~ CRIMES, CRIMES AGAJNSf

TORTS

II

CRIMrNAL

PROPERJY INTERESTS.

I.Aw

. Stihday;·April 22, 2007 :

Wednesdciy, April,29, 20D?
6:30 p~ t~ i0:30 pm . ·

:-·: i 2:db1,-:im t6 4:3Cl"pm -... .
.Civil·PROCEDURE II

. REAL PROPERJY

J61NDER, D1scovERY, ·SuMMARY JUDGMENT, ·

ATTACKS ON THE VERDICT. APPEAL, RES JUDICA!
C.mLAJERAL EsTOPPEL·

•.

11

. SALE OF LAND, RECORDING Acr, EASEMENTS• .
•

PROFITS· & LICENSES• .COVENANTS, fourrABLE
_SERVITUDES, ZONING. EMiN~NT 0.0MAIN • .

'

.

. Orange Co. Live .... :.......... ;. :..... .- .. .. .. ... .. Room 14
Whittier Law School, .3333 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa

Moc. C~MES. DEFENSES

viewing on video, Monday through Friday,
at FFOL's Main Office between 9 am and 5 pm.
For more information, call us at 1-800-LAW EXAM

• Pre-Registration Rate

$60.00·(guarantees price & ouUine)

·• ·Group Rate
. $55.00

(Group Rate available ·
to groups of 5 ·or more 'who reg~~
iste_r together at least one week ·
. before the desired seminar.)

• Registration Rate at Door
$70.00 (if Spa~ Available)

Exam Solutions® are also available as home study audio
courses, complete with CDs and outline.
To order, visit us on our website today!

Visit-our website at:

lawprepare.com

.

-~
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YOU DOING OVER -SP]UNGBREAK?

CATwalking: What are

by Catherine L. Tran, staff writer
First I am going to New
York _with Laura ·Beatty
- and Marvin Roeder to '
compete in a moot court
competition on- evidence.
Then I am ·going on a road
trip to Santa Barbar with
my family.'' ··-

"I will spend _the week New Orleans with
Student Hurricane _
to help with
relief efforts."
Kristen Santerre, 2L

Mark Rackers, 3L

.

,•

.

"l am traveling to Costa _
Rica to spend tinie ·on the
.beach and explore the rain
forests."

.

LaNelle Sauceda, lL

"I am flying to Houston
for a friend's wedding."
Todd Headden; lL

Angela Dominguez, 2L ·

Gardacil: How Informed
Are You?

Death Penalty: To Be or Not To Be
by Rosario Santoyo, staff writei

of four felonies and served several prison ·ternis? She was
raped, sodomized, stabbed; and murdered in her home.
The Food . and Drug Administration (FDA)
Others have been inspired to kill after their first
apptoved Gardacil, a vaccine against Human Papillo_ma
conviction to prevent future witnesses, .such as William
Virus (HPV); in June of 2006. The vaccine prevents ·types
George Boni_n, who sodomized and killed 18 young boys
6, 11, 16, and 18 of HPV. Types 16 and 18 are responsible
·
within a year after being released ori parole for multiple
for about 70 percent of cervical cancers, and types 6 and
·
rapes."
11 ·cause about 90 percent of genitalwarts The vaccine
A ruture victim may -be span,d, unknowing of his
. is approved for females between the ages of nin½ and
premature demise in the harids of a convicted felon. Your .
twenty-six.
..
·
.
.
s_h ould live or die, The death penalty is orie of the most taskvbecomes to end a life. A murderer with the tendency
Hpv 1s
t e most common sexua11y transm1tte
·controversial aspects of this-question.
to .commit murder agaiil. will be out of the equation in -a •
disease in the United States. According to an FDA press
pre-emptive
strike. How many , lives are saved, me will·
Your task becomes to save a life. The life of
release, amund ' 6.2 million Americans are infected with
s~meone else is placed tru~tingly in your hands.Someone'~ .never know. The future-crimes deterred are all estimates.
HPV each year. There are about 9,7iO new cases of hopes, dream,, and future rests on your. shoulders. D~es . Nothing is certain.
,
.
-·cervical cancer and 3,700 re_sulting deaths each year.
.
this re_ferto the life of the defendant or the life of the future
While there are stories of victims of murderers
-The FDA's press release describes the actual victim? That depends on how you look at things. who intimatei:l that they would k,ill again, there are also ·
studies conducted prior to approval, which included
· If you accomplish your task; a 'new victim .may stories of people convicted of a murder and sentenced Jo
effectiveness as well as the safety of Gardacil. The results be added to the list of lives the defendant has taken. Some ,death; 'otily to be exonerated by DNA evidence at a later
. of a test on 21,000 women indicated that in women who convicted murderers have continued their massacres while· date. Does it make sense to kill someone in order to show
were not previou_sly infected by HPV, the vaccine was in prison by befriending fellow convicts and providing "hit thatkilling is wrong?
close to 100 percenteffective in preventing precancerous , lists" to other inmates. An example is ~larence ,RayAllen
This article was not written to convince you to _
lesions and genital warts Callsed by th e four types t;he who had a witness that testified against hiin murdered, . either oppose or favor the aeath penalty. I often struggle
vaccine targets. A safety test conducted on about 11,000 along with two others, after his conviction and all while in _with the issue myself. It is simply _to get the message
women showed that most adverse reactions were limited prison for his first murder. . ._ ·
- _ ·_ across that practicing law can often be a life or death
to soreness at the site of injection.
.
_Could anyone have -saved the life of Bob · situation. That isn't always with regards to your client;
"The development of this vaccine is a product . Naum~ff, who was murder.ed in his convenience store by ·but also to other human bei.ngs counting on the justice and
of extraordinary work by scientists as well as by FDA's - Robert Lee Massie? :t-.-:iassie was convicted .of attempted legal system to protect them. Whether or not you are in
review teams tohelp facilitate _the developm~nt of very
- - murder and capit~l rriurd~r _iil 1972 when the death pe11alty . -favor of the death penalty, the _gravity of this question is _
novel vaccines that address significant public health
·
_-was over-turned. Nautnoffwas killed after Ma.ti~ie was riot tobe taken lightly, While m_o st ofthose put on trial for ·
needs," says Andrei Perlloni, a con.sumer safety officer at paroled in 1978.
·
an offense great enough to be on trial, merit the thought of
· the FDA.
Could imposing the ·d~ath penalty have saved the death penalty; we must also remember that a person's
Texas Gov. Rick Perry became one of the first to issue an the lifi_e of young mother TereI!_a Fermenick, whci was . life ~s not to be taken without due consideration. In-the
order to the state's Human and Health Services tci institute
a mandate of the vacc;ine for" aII girls entering the sixth . -murdered by Giles Albert Nadey after he was cotwicted end, does everyone deserve "to be?"

by Jenn Chou, _associate editor

That is t_he question. Many struggle with •- this
issue. Whether it is abortion, ·euthanasia, assisted suicide,
or the death penalty, the legal community is often _faced with having to fight for either a "yes" or "no''. answer. The
troubling factor is that when .attorneys do argue for one
·
·
side or the other, it deals with the.life of someone else. Is
this really a question to have decided for you? As future
practicing attorneys, many of us will one day be ' placed
in position that forces us to choose whether a person

grade. Many other states have instituted similar measures.
-The religious right has voiced their opposition
to such mandates, citing concerns about -increased .
promiscuity. So~ial conservatives in Texas are.particularly _
concerned that : the Gardacil mandate hms counter . to
·. the · state's .abstirience-oniy education program. Othei
opponents _of the mandate cite privacy concerns and
parental rights. ·
USD began offering Gardacil _at the student health
center in fall of 2006. The vaccine is a 3.-dose series, -arid is
recommended for women up to the age oftwenty-six. The ·· health center charges $1:30 for each dose of"the :vaccine,
· which is exactly what it cost_s them to obtain it. There is
also a patient assistant program for students that rriay not .
be able to affor_d the full cost.
"I don't know about a mandate, but I do believe the vaccine _
should ·be highly recommended," says Gin'a FJeming, the . ··
Director of the Student Health Center. "As far as mandates
go, the cost _can be prohibitive for people."
· According to Perlloni; 6ardacil is not approved
for use in males, : but the -manufacturer .is currently ·
conducting studies on its'effectiveness and safety in men.
"Once the study 'is complete and submitted to the FDA, the
agency will r_eview the data and decidewhethetto approve
Gardacil for males."
· ·

·The Criminal, Law.-Society Board (from left: Tara Aguilar, Rosario Santoyo, Joy Sbedlosky, .
Catherine .Tran, Marissa McArthur, Kimber Williams arid Rodger Pasieczny) organized
its second wine-and-cheese mixer on March 21st. Local criminal prose~utors,. defense
attorneys, stucients and faculty attended. Photo credit Catherine L. Tran. -

·Marci). 2007
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SPECIAL FEATURE: WOMENIN THE LAW

Pissed Off Chicks:

.Women's Law Caucus Rais~s $7,700
for LRAP and Becky's Ho.use

-· The Women's Resource Fair ·

·by Kathryn Snyder, §taffwriter

by Christine Diaz, staff writer

.

.

.

Many law students donate time and knowledge ·
. Women's Law Caucus (WLC) '
· to pro bono legal ·· work at .local clinics or ·non-profit
wrapped · llp another · Faculty Auc;tioii pn ·
agencies, but at least once a semester, it's nice to ·put th~
Wednesday, February 21, 2007. Tb say it was'
law aside and en.gage in some old-fashioned community
a success would be an understatement.Almost
· service. The Women's.Resource Fair is an annual event
all of the items sold fo~ more than their pre- .
sale ·estimates, the. final take ·was more than · ·
that offers as mariy resmirces as the organizers can pack
into Golden Hall at the Ban Diego Concourse. The Fair is
expected, and, the auction m~de more th.an ·
.
a
one.:stop-shop for improving J he mind, body and soul
it d.id last year. "The WLC made ·$7,770
. ·. of homeless and abused women from San Diego County.
this year ,which is . fantastic!" said Lindsey
· The services offered to thes·e women range from practicaL
·. O'Hair, WLC Faculty Auction.Chair. "How it
health and .social services, to self-defense cl;isses, to
will be divided is still yet to be decided, but
, sp~cial _treats like make-up lessons and eyebrow ·and
primarily between LRAP and Becky's House, ·
·lip . wax ing. .Specialists were on hanq ,to educate , the
a transitional shelter for victims of domestic ·
women . on reproductive health, . cancer prevention, and
violence and their childr~n. A small portion
the application processforHealthy Families-and M.edical
will be going to the WLC so .the wtc can
·insurance. Doctors were available to administer various
continue to put on fabulous event~ iike the
screenings and tests such as pap' smears, cholesterol
Auction and Speed-Networking." .
and glucose .readings, anci breast' examinations. Dental
The star-studded ·event featured
hygienists c_on~ucted dental screenings. Social service
Professor Kelly and .Professor Devitt as the WLC members Lindsey Stevens and Christine Diaz checkin auction
organizations such as the Family Health Centers of. San
• fabulous auctioneers. "The auction is always . participants at the Faculty Auction ·.
.
.
.
Diego, Planned Parenthood, USD Law Legal Clinics
a fun time, not just because 'we raise .so much .
and various shelters and community organizations sent
money for good causes, but because o( the ·
'represen~tives !O sit in ,row after
of booths and
emcee performance· ·of Professors Devitt
distribute literature and advice.
and Kelly," WLC President, . Maria Shih, ·
•Beyond the practical resources, the Women's
conunented. "Professor Kelly primes · the
.Resource Fair also offered · more creative modes · of
students with his philanthropy speech and
support, There was a "spirituality comer" where priests,
it's off to the races. The bantering betwe.en
rabbis
and pastors of various denominations were
emcee·s
often
results
in·
students
,
and
the
.
'
available for counsel. On the other end of the spectrum,
· hilarious, nail-biting bidding wars." .
. "They truly are a blessing to the
. volUJ1teer Carolyn Sam, lL, assisted in a make-up ·
· application seminar h~sted by a Mary, Kay .Cosmetics
auction,'.' O'Hair said. "I think students come
consultant. "So much of.how you feel has to do with one's
primarily to watch them in action and to bid
on their donated packages:·" · . .
·
appearance. It all ties in with dignity, and everyone who
left seemed really happy" More happy faces shone after
·Qppo~ities to have meals with
. attendees had the opportunity to et1gage in the "Pissedfaculty were the bjg winners. Professor Laura
. Off Chicks" self-defe11:se class. Carolyn recaHs hearing
. Berend donated a dim sum lunch fpr four .at
yelling and dapping ·as' each· attendee was' coached in
Jasmine or Emerald that will include members
.fending off a mock assault.
.. of the criminal prosecution and deft:;nse bar in •
The organizers of the Women's Resource Fair
San Diego. The :most popula,r auction item
rely on the invalu~ble support of English- and Spanishwas a five-course dinner and wine pairing
Studen.ts await the chaiice t~ bid on_the facuicy's coveted prizes in the 1
. speaking volunteers that help the day run smoothly.
for eight students - with Professors .·Claus,
Writs just before the auction _started
· ·
The Fair truly has something to offer for every style of
Pevih, and the Panikowski. This prii t! was
volunteering. Most of the attendees have no means of
the ·most expensive item ; of _the evening; .
private transportation. About 10 volunteers met at the San
with Erin Doyle, 3L, capturing the prize at
Diego Con.course early in the morning and, armed ·with
$1,800. "It's always a high-eami~g item so I
• a stack of maps, boarded ··school buses ·venturing fo all
expected it to go for around $700, but then the
ends of Sal) Diego County to pick up the attendees. Buses
· bidding kept going and going and going and
were dispatched to the South Bay, El Cajon Valley, and
going and next thing you know Erin Doyle ·
Oceanside to .pick-up women at both private residences .
. was bidding $1 ,800! I couldn' t believe it,'' '
and group homes; The volunteers' primary responsibility
exclaimed O'Hair. "But huge thanks to Erin
was to guide the bus driver, but just as importantly, to get
for her generosity and bid happy arm because
the women excited for the day's:events.· ·
that really . contributed to the fundraiser's
· Says a · USD lL who guided a bus to
earnings." .
Oceanside, "it was interesting to hear stories of the ladies '
.
To tempt our taste buds, the five~
personal struggles, I couldn't solve ·their problems, but I
member cooking team provided a sample
was able to give them the name of specific organizations
menu:
present at the Fairwhere they could see!<: help. " Doug ·
First · Course: Crab . cakes with
Wacker, lL, assisted with parking and said · of his
cilantro aioli & champagne; sausage and
·three cheese stuffed mushrooms & Sauvignon ·.
Please see Fair, continued page 12 ..
Blanc;
Second · Course: Roasted squash
soup with creme fraiche and SIIloked salmon
Professors Kelly and Devitt g~tthe crowd pumped
& Viognier; ·
.
·Third C~m:se: Mixed greens a_nd
c,andied walnuts in a mustard vinaigrette with campus location of the student's choice (with the option of having a ·
dried fig and .goat cheese brulee, crostini & campus c:ash card instead of hand deiivery valued at $15).· . . . .
Chardonnay; ·
·· · ·
Tbe package also included homem:ade banana br~ad, chocolate ·
chip
cookies
or brownjes, finals prep sup.p·fies to ·su~tain and de-s,tress ·
Fourth .· Course: Beef Wellington
with mushroom deluxe, gorgonzola and a port ·. ·at the end of the semester, and frc:e black and white printing at the .
wine sauce, ..yild rice, and lemon asparagus & Development and Alumni ·Relations Office f~r .up to l 00 pages (with
Zinfandel; andFifth Course: White chocolate the option of emailing the docu,ments to the office ahead Qf time for
· - ·
.. -·
. . .
.·
··
lava cakes with blackberry ~oulis and ·· easy pickup).
'
· . For ' those who enjoy the exciting world of International
frangelico whip cream & Sauteme.
Other auction ·items included wine · Business Transactions (there were a Gouple), Professor Ralph Folsom
tasting with Professor Allen Snyder when he · offered lnte~nationql Business Transactions in Nutshell by Folsom:,.
··returns from his sabbatical i_n China1 and a Gordon and Spanogle, and International Business Transactions: A
matching necklace and earrings set made by Reader by .Folsom, Gqrdon and Spanogle. Professor Hugh Friedman
Karen Spidel, Administr(\tive Assistant for (?ffered an autographed copy of the latest edition of his. two-volume
Dea~ Carrie \Vilson; .
. ' .
California corporate practice.treatise ''Corporations,". to be presented at
.
Career Services' "Finals Prep a lunch he hosts at a San Diego restaurant of his or her choice.
Thi.s year's creativity award goes to · Lawyering Skills .
Pampering Package" · . was '• a · popular ..
item. With pl(lrking so difficult . to find . on Professor Junichi Semitsu, who offered for students to 4ire him to play
ourcampus, a reserved parking space in the piano for 2 hours aJ an event of their choosing. Junichi's auction
the law school parking lot_was donated by .item desc~iptio~-~ead: "Need background music for your organization's
Kay Manansala, who works in the .Dean's ·cocktail hou,r or romantic date? Want to host a piano bar siilg-a~long?
a. Lawyerin'
g.. Skills
instructor play Journey's
.· Office. One beverage (coffee; juice, water, Always longed to have
.
.
.
.
greatest
hits
while
you
fold
your
laundry?
So : long-as ,you provide
or, soda) per day will be hand delivered by .
development/alumni-relations staff to an C>n: .. Please see . Faculty Auctio~,.continued page 12
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'MOOT COUR·T & MOCK TRIA.L
, .

Trial-Team Completes Another Successful Y~ar
by Hasmik Bad~lian,' associate editor

.

.March2007

•Confessions-·of'a Moot Court
and Mock Jrial Slacker

With three national -competitions in the spring · much easier because they ·are 'less likely to put up a fight - .
·
semester an_d an intramural tournament next month, the during the crosi-;examination."
.
.
_ _
by Brennan S: Kahn, staff writer USD MockTrial program continues to prepare some of
This year, USO.sent two teams of three students '
. It is February l5, 2007 at 3:00 ani:three days
San Diego's finest for the litigation world. Like every each to the regional competitio~ in Sait' Lake City, UT before my birthday and a wedding I'm going.to in Santa
other year, the Trial Team competed in two of the nation's mi.February 8-_ll. Here, USD competed against 14 other -.Barbara. l have a ·noon deadline, and I ask aloud, "why
_·
· - . · _. .
do I do this to myself?" These thoughts have persisted for
most prestigious competitions. This year, however, the teams for ihe fop two spots ..·
program st::nt one more team to an additional competition. .
. The TYLA . case file is always criminal artd . more than a month - since the day I ):i.anded in my_affidavit
· · TYLA: In the spring, the Texas Young Lawyers this year, the problem revolve\:! ·around' a burglary of a to the Moot Court Board at the 2007 McLenrion Honors
· Association (TYLA) hosts the National Trial Com.petition wido-w in her home. Tlfe sticking point for the prosecution Moot ·Court Competition meeting. They said, "Once yo~ (NTC). Co-sponsored by the American College of Trial _ was · whether: or· not the identification of the burglar sign your affidavit, you're coinmitted. If you pull out, it
Lawyers, NTC is one of the oldest·and inost prestigious . was _accurate based _on fingerprints left on a_Hershey's might be an honor code violation. Turn.in the affidavit, and
mock trial competitions in the United States.
. chocolate bar..The defen~e in _this .case pointed the finger come pick up your record.'' Mine said number 72 on the
Every ABA-accredited law school_in the country - to another suspect, a hustler,"who was never found.
.
cover. Two days before rriy' written brief was due I found
._
After two rounds, TYLAmakes a drastic cut from out that th is meant i was wri~ing for.the Responde~t. One
is invited to compete in this annual competition. The top '2 .
teams from each of the 13 regional toumamel).tS advance _16 teams to\he semi~final round of 4 teams. Unfortun~tely; _ weekwentby, then two, th en three, and then finally it was
to the championship rounds in Texas.
··
the TYLA teain consisting of 3Ls Katie Payerle, Hannah, 3 :OO a.m. - about_nine h?~s until the d~adline,
. The TYLA tournament is -distinct .from most . Cole. and Michael Etchepare got caught on the harsh end
. Some history is m o~der: I did _not, .do we~l ni.y .
other mock trial ccimpetiti:oris because teams are made up _ of this cut and did not advance past the preliminary rounds .. firS t ye~r of _law school. Obvious!~, I didn t g~t .kicked
. of 3 students, not 4, and witnesses are not played by team of the competition. ·
·
_· ·
_··o~t. Academic support had somethi~g to do with that I
· The team comprised of 3Ls Alexa Treichel,Anne did .manage to pull off grades th at would have made my · members. Instead, local law school students· volunteer to - · ·
play _the role of the corresponding witnesses. Advocates ·_ Warner and Trevor Flynn advanced past the prelims only· freshman Y~_a r grades blush, th0ugh. I knew emp~oyers
are given 15 minutes prior to the start of a round to meet . to lose to Cal Western ill the semi~final round. Along with need_e d?1oret~anmypoor grades could offer. lmmedrntely, _
Pepperdine, Cal Western went on to win one of the coveted I _went mto_spm ?1-ode. What could supplement my poor
with and prep their.witnesses for direct ex_amination. .
"Meeting your witness for the firsttime the night· . .top·spots in the to~ament.
grades until I got . them up to respectable levels? Pro
of the trial can be 9hallenging,'.' ,said Hannah Cole, 3L. . . - . "~ompetin~ in ~he TYLA tournament . was a Bon?? Check Jnt~rn~hip? Check. Club activities? Check
"You have 15 minutes to explain to the witness the case, great expenence," saig Katie Payerle, 3L. 'Tm extremely .. Motions staff wnter. Check. What else was left? The
their.role, what to expect during the tri~l, and to try to get proud 6f our showing." _
answer came to me almost as if by di~i~e intervention; a
them to think of themselves as part of your teaI11 so that :
"The best part - is that regardless of wins . frie nd asked-me, ''What is Moot Court?" I would find out.
.they w ant to help you while they're on the stand."
or. losses, after . watching the . team . perfoirri . at
· My plan was simple - enter the Fall 2006
· ·-. "On the other hand, cross examining a witness the . competition, I would _ feel 100% _-. confident Moot Gouri: Torts Competition and pull out every tidbit
of knowledge I learned from the second semester -of
who does not play an attorney for the other team c~n be · Please see Mock Trial, continued p age 7
Lawyering Skills I. I don 't know how (or maybe I do),
· but it turned out that what I le'amed was to wait until two
· days before the deadline:spe~d one whole day researching
_(and digging into my Torts outline), and sta:y up all night
writing ·the appellate brief. I rationalized to myself, "with
our hectiG schedules, is procrastination in law school even a _choi.ce? No, it's a necessity." A few weeks· later, three
hours or so before the oral arguments comp~nent of the
-• competition, I hurriedly put together an outline that, at
the yery least, wo~ld give off the appearance that I tried.
I knew that the brief was worth something like thirty-five
· percent of one's score in the first round, so I probably .
had no chance anyway. I' made it to the ' s·~cond round.
Apparently; simply writing my brief in the proper format
was enough.
·
·
I tasted blood., My eyes wide· open, I felt as
·though .I found Shangri..: la. For the sm~ll expense of a
sleepless night, I had a resu,me stuffer. Yet, the.re w as this
lingering thought I couid!i't ignore. Last semester I was
a trial witness in some tournament for a friend of mine.
Did I somehow experience Mock Trial without knowing
it? Seein_s -I did. Immediate fact=finding w·as in. order. I
_asked my friend what. it was all about. No written brief?
Small case file? Only need a few hours for preparation and
prepping the witnesses? With each word, it became clear
. Four mock trial team competitors who advanced to th~ semi-finals in Santa ,Monica;s .
Moot Court was a false prophet and Mock Trial ~as the
AAJ regional. Left to right: Christine Yung, _Samantha Campbell, Kristie Nikoletich,
·Messiah: I signed up immediately.
· and Sandra Pefia. Photo credit: Lisa L. Hillan, Esq.
.
·
Knowing myself, and being the •masochist I am,
McLennon, continued from page '1 .
was there any doubt what I would do next? Of co~rse not,
.
.
·
• -·.
· •
T d do something stupid. I read a flyer for_the Fall 2006
to argue both sides of the c~se. After the preliminary . Jyssup International Moot Court Competition. Sometimes
rounds, the first cut was made and the top .32 stud~nts _ I wonder ifliteracy is worth it. They s·ay ignorance is bliss,
by Hasmik Badalian, associate editor
rnoved·on to the third round.
·
right? Of course I couldn't resist, and I began scrambling
In addition to the tournaments they organize,•the In the third round; held on March 51h, competitors were for a partner to participate in Jessup. I first asked one of
ten Executive Board_members also compete in national matched against each other based on a combination-of · my fellow competitors from the Torts _competition if she ·_
both brief and •Oral scores from the first two rounds. In · was interested. 'I was brutally rebuffed. Unfortunately, that
competitions that vary in location and subject matter,
Last semester; 3L's Kirsten Widner . and Aianna each match~up, the competitor with the higher brie:fscore wasn't enough to stop my blind ambition. I asked another
friend of mine, who I knew would be more than competent,
Pearl competed in . Stetson University's _International was allowed to pick the side he/she would argue.
"Although sometimes lost in the course load of _Ple!1$e see Confessions, continued page 7
Environmental Law . Competition · in - Tampa, Florida.. ·
Coached by Laura Beatty, 3L, the~stetson team advanced 'normal' classes, the written appellate brief is critical to a
past three rounds where they eventually lost in th_e quarter- successful moot court experience," said Joel Morgan, 2L ·
finals. They received 6 th place for their brief and Kirsten "Not only does a thorough and accurate brief familiarize
.
- you with arguments a.:nd counter-arguments; a good
Widner was awarded 3rd place oralist.
This semester, the National Team has competed _score on one's brief has. an important tactical advantage
by Hasmik Badalian, ·associate editor
in three competitions and has one more-impending.
_ of allowing a competitor to pick the side be/she argues. .
With the conclusion of the McLerinon
·
In, mid-February, 3L's Kate Berg and Haley Having·a choice of arguments goes a long way towards . - ,competition, the only major organization al taskleftfor the ·
Frasca competed in Vanderbilt University's First . relieving some of the oral argument anxiety."
Board is to recruit its ·successors.
.
The th~d round was.also unique because it began
The Executive Board has sent oiit invitations to
Amendment Competition ·in Nashville, • Tenneessee;.
Coached by 3L Kirsten Widner, the team argued both sides !he single elimination rounds,·meaning ·. that each judge . replace the Executive Board and is accepting applications
_. on an attorney's right to advertise as protected commercial . panel ·was required to pick one winner between the two for the new Associate Board.:_ '.
. free speech.
.
competitors..
.
- The Executive Board is responsible for all tasks
In early March, a team of2L's and 3L's competed" "The single elimifia!ion rounds are especially tough related _to hosting tournamen!s and proll).oting appellate
in _. the Philip C. Jessup Internatioi).al Law Moot Court because depending on how . you are matched up. You ·. advocacy atUSD. In addition to serving on tht, Executive
Competition, a public ·international law competition put may knockout a person who deserves to advance, or get . Board, National Tean;i. n,iembers travel and compete in
on by the International Law Students Asso~iation. The knocked out yourself," said Kelley O'Connell, 2L. "You nationwide tournaments:
. .
.
case js between two or incire states and is heard .by the are both equal in p<;>ise, ·preparation anci skill, but the .
The _Associate Board also helps in hosting
·International Court ofJustice (IC]).
judges must pick only one competitor. At the end of the tournaments iind is an excellent way for, interested iL's to
.
This year's problem concerned four subjects: day, one person moves on artd one person goes home?·bµt . get involved in: appellate advocacy and meetmembers of
. Please see Moot Court, continued page 7 . .
Please see McLennon, continue_d page·7 .
the local Bar.

National .Moot Court
Team Reports ..

Moot Court to Pick New Board
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McLennan, continued.from page 6
that's how any great tournament works;''
.
Rosemary Barkett from the 11 th Circuit,, and Professor
After the third round, 16. students were .selected Michael Ramsey. Both cqmpetitors superbly represented .
to move on. -Match-ups an~ sides argued in the fourth ·USD, demonstrating their. abi_lities through exceptionally
round were done similarly to those in the _third ·round. . difficult questioning. At the conclusion -of the final round,
· The top oralists from each courtroom ·were announced the panel announced ~he first place competitor. An awards
directly following the' fourth round and the top 8 students ceremony and dinner banquet followed. .
. immediately proceeded to their next courtroqm·assignment
. Overall, McLennon persisted for four weeks
to argue the fifth round. At the conclusion ofthe fifth round, . of class .a nd b~ef writin:g, ·and two ~eeks of -oral
the four·semi finalists were' announced.
competition. ·
.
.
Unlike ·the first five rounds, which were. held in "The hardest part about McLerinon is how long it-lasts,"
the downtown courthouse, the semi-final round was .held said Hali Hencjerson, 2L. •~1 think ~most of my professors
in the Grace Courtroom· on campus. The semi-final-round started_ thinking that I dropped ouL of school and my
was un1que in that the judge panel would hear fn:in:i\1ll fiance thought I moved otit""And, I wasn't_ even sure
four competitors and pick the top two to move on the Final .what was going oil. It was llke I had been sucked into this
Round . .It was not a single-elimination round; the panel . McLenn9nwormhole.: And then just like that, it's over and
ranked each competitor and the top two moved on·.
even though you are upset, you_are also thankful that you
·The semi-final judge panel consisted ·of Chief had-the opportunity to compete and that you are now able
Justice Dean Kevin Cole, assisted by Professor YaleKarn,isar to return to your classes and possibly earn a·:s." ·
and Senior Assistant Atto111ey .General'Gary Schons. Toe ·
This year's competition was wildly successful.
semi-final panel picked the top two competitors, Andrew Over 70 students competed · and more than 300 ·1ocal
.
Haden, 2L and James DeSilva, 21, as finalists. The final · attorneys and professors served as judges.
·The final round of McLennon ·marked the end·
round was . held on Friday, March 9th in the }nstitute of
Peace and Justice.
.
of the Moot Court Board's organizational work for the
The final round judge_ panel was. comprised year. After running three intramural and one .national . .
of the · Honorable M. Margaret McKeown, 9th Circuit competition, the Board is now focused on its National
judge, acting as Chief Justice, assisted by the Honorable Team Competitions: ··

M.cLerm.ari, :½ Bit!rt

M.oot

u,,.n .

Overall

1.
:2.
3.
4.

.Andrew ~:n
Jm1.e s: De Sili.ra
Ha~ Badilim
. Jason Pe qwgnot.

(

Bert Bru;f - Petitioner.
l . . L:indsq O"Hair
JasonPeqwgnot.
3. Lauren Fta,,,;rley.
4. JoeU.obrg:m

0

Bert Brief - Res:pcin.d.ent .
1. .Agn:ies:zka J~ s:
:2. .Ange l&. Dominguez
Lyndsey Tadlock ·
4 . Grace HYTmg
·

"

Bert Orilist.

1. Ke n.ey o•Co:rm.e n ·
:2. Rob Th:iarte
3: . Davii Voyles:
· 4. Alexandra Grubb

...

McLennon Finalist JamesDeSilva, 2L
Photo by Ji!,Il Coit

L-R: James DeSilva, Professor Michael · R~msey, the ·Honorable M. Margaret
McKeown, 9ih Circuit judge, acting as Chief Justice; the Honorable Rosemary Barkett
from the 11 th Circuit;. and Andrew Had~n. Photo by Jim Coit

· Mock Triai, continued from page 6

Moot Court, continued from page 6

McLennon Best Overall Andrew Haden,
2L. Photo by Jim Coit
·

Confessions, continued from page 6

hiring -any of my teammates if I ever landed in_ a _(1) the ·obligations of supernational organizations toward and; like me, never seemed to turn down a challenge she
tough spot out in 1:he 'real world!"'
potential members of those ·organizations; (2) whether a should otherwise avoid. Knowing my luck, she said yes.
supernational organization can bring a ·claim before· the _You inay ask why this .is all so tragic and unfortunate,
AAJ: The American·. ASsociatioir for Justice (formerly ICJ; (3) the rise and nature of privileges ari.d immunities especially since I brought it on myself First of all, I am
known as Al'LA) sponsors the ·Nation.al Student Trial given to diplomats of supemational organizations; ari.d (4) just nuts: Secondly; here is the part that just makes. me
Advocacy Competition every spring.
what constitutes an. illegal expropriation ·of assets in the · · shake ~y head. When all was said and done, I learned that
the Jessup written brief deadline, my Lawyering Skills
Teams are . assigned to one of fourteen regional · international arena. "
competitions. Whi.le a school can submit more than . one
Every year, the . winner of, each regional II mock trial, the Mock Trial tournament, and the Jessup
team, only the top team froin each- region advances to the competition advances to compete in the intern11tiorial 'oral arguments all fell on four . consecutive weekends
rounds in Washington, D.C. This year, USD competed in during a one-_month period. All, of course, leading into
National Finals in New Orleans, ·LA.
In general, teams are judged on their skills . in case the Atlantic Regional, held the weekend of Maren 2-4 at · iny final -exams for the semester. I told you I was nuts.
preparation, opening .· statements, use of ·facts, · the- the sponsoring law 'firm of Shearman & Sterling, L.L.C. Believ'e me next time.
examination of lay and expert witnesses, and closing located in midtown :t:Jew York. ·
So Jessup comes along. What is International arguments. Unlike TYLA, witnesses are not supplied by
The l.JSD Jessup team was comprised of 2L's · Law? . Appm;ently, it is anything and everything one
_the hosting school. Rather, team members not acting as Qan Owens and Carolina Bravo:Karimi, arid 3L's, Ailee~ can find and manage to convince ·a ju~ge is a credible
advocates play the witnesses for their peers.
Banellis and Vanessa Mayne. Coached .by Alanna Pearl . source; everything is persuasive authority and . there is
AAJ's mock trial cases are always civil ans! tend . (3L) and Christopher Moffitt (3L), ' the Jessup team no binding authority. Great.This means more creative
to deal with products liability, personal injvry, or medical advanced to the semi-finalrnunds;wliere i! was narrowly thinking (i.e., mor_e effort). Not for me though, because
malpractice/negligence issues. This . year's ~ase involved . beaten by Fordham. Fordhafo, in turn:, l9st to Colu~bia :. I had a reputation as the world's·greatest procrastinator
a horrific car accident between an elderly individual and .· Uni:versity in the finals.
·
lo uphold. Another two days prior to the brief deadline,
a dump truck. The case rais_ed questions of contributory
Mayne, a MootCourtExecutive Board Member, another day of research, another all-nighter writing the
negligence and gross negligence and tested students' . was selecteq to compete again after her remarkable scores brief, and anot\i"er tlµ-ee hours prior to the oral arguments
ability to personalize the. truck driver and ·get p:ast typical in last year's Jessup PacificRegional. The remaining three v.:fiting up an outline. But this time, fourth place overall. I
prejudices against elderly drivers.
•
competitors (Owens, Bravo-K3:rimi, and Bariellis) were got this nifty glass-etched plaque. My partner and I were
The AAJ Regionals took place in Santa Monica, selected among ihe best competitors ofUSD's iri.tramqral . even asl<:ed to interview for.the International Law Moot
CA the first weekend of March; .The tournament was set- Jessup competition, held last fall, written and coordinated Court team. I declined, because I didn't like the time
commitment and, well, because I- am a slacker.
up such that all 16 teams competed in 3 qualifying rounds. by Christopher Moffitt, 3L. . .
The top 4 te!).ms at the end-of those rounds went to the final
.
In addition to advancing to the semi-final round,
_R emember though, in between the Jessup
rounds. The top two teams .from the final rounds mo-yed on USD brought home a number of awards, including 5th brief deadline and the Jessup ·oral argument was the
to Nationals..
Place Oralist (Carolina Bravo-Kanmi), 9th Place Oralist 2006 Fall Association of Trial Lawyers of America
Similar to TYLA, one of the teams got very (Aileen Banellis), and 1st Place Memorial (brief). These (ATLA) Intramural Mock Trjal tournament., Luckily, I
close to victory. The all-girl combination of 3Ls Sandra standings were with respect.to all 16 teams and 62 oi:alists h~d taken evidence over the summer, so I -was able to
Pena, Christine Young, Samantha Carp.pbell and . Kristie . competing in the Atlantic Regional. ,
· take Lawyering Skills II, which in part provided nie the
Nikoletich went into the 3rd ·qtJalifying round in 4 th :place. To
Dun.I1.g the. \\'.eekend . of March 8-10, 3Ls requisite skills irtv~lved in c6n{peting"inmock trial. I felt .
move on, the team needed to win that round. Unfortunately, Charidelle Kostanzer _and Rory Diamond competed in prepared. Once. entered,. my p_artner and I were told we
however, the team lost that round t~ Southwestern. Also the ABA's . National Appellate Advocacy Competition were permanently representing the defense. This was
unfortunate was that the AAJ team made up of 3Ls Sm~an Regionals in Las Vegas, Nevada. Coached by 3L, Alaina unfamiliar to me because in Moot Court oral arguments,
Winkelman, Sean Oswill; Connor _I:iulburt and Leslie Flint McDonald, the team fared excellently: Kostanzer . and . the competitors had to know and argue both sides_. I was
I'

·Please see Mock Ttjal, continued page l O

Please see Moot Court, coptinued page 9

Please s~e Confessions, continued page 9
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Poker, con!i~ued from page 1 .
--. · Almost 1.50 competitors started play. However, _ to .match ·the amount raised with funds
by a quarter past midnight, the first minutes of St. Patrick's from his discretionary school account.'
Day, the final two gamblers were playip.g heads- up poker. . Early estim,;ttes ·wer~ tlia(LRAP week
· ·
·
When the last ·card was turned, it was 2L Patrick Bennett raised $2!,000. -·
_
As charitabl:e·as the cause was, : ·
whq won the grand prize: a·full Bar-Bdbar.review course
_
_
most students' were drawn to donate not
· valued at ~3,150.
AU proceeds from the night went toward the out of.altruism, but_to have a seat in the .
USD Loan Repayment Assistance Program: The program poker tournament.
· .
is designed to assist attorneys working in qualifying ·
The tables featured up to nine
low-income, p_ublic interest jobs to pay . off their student ·. players,. each dealt two can:ls for his/her .
loans. Due to the heavy debt that most students face upon ,own individual use to be·combiried with
gtaduat1on,, many do not"ccinsider jobs th~t are 'heavy in up to five community car<;is dea}t as
social value but lacking in the
of a paycheck. That is : betting progressed.
'
where LRAP comes in to help.
·
·
The first prize for a student or
,
However, in order to provide aid~ LRAP must . student~guest was the bar review course.
raise funds . A bulk of the fuI)draising .is done during the the question di'd present itself: if you
annual LRAP week where, amorig . oth~r things, PILF . can be the best poker player in a room
members scramble around in a Scavenger hunt of sorts, full oflawyers, why not skip the Bar.and
meeting with professors apd following the instructions of head straight for Vegas? For alums, theanonymous donors who look to lend a:big hand ,to those top' prize was a flat screen television.
.
. _
_
.
.
.
However, the top student .and Onlookers gather as chips are consolidated. Photo by Tiffany Keith
already lending theirs. For the last two years, the Texas Hold 'Em alum winners we~e ~ot the only ones to .
. .
.
tournament h~s been the culmination ofLRAPweek. This walkaway with.prizes: This year's tournament featuredfar. to win .. Having ~.P many chips that he actually required a
year, LRAP raised t4_e most money it has in the history of more prizesJhan last year. The top 18 players all left with tray to store them all, the ·Section,_A student continued fo
the program. To add to that success, Dean Cole promised · something.One .notable prize. was . a free body piercing, - play smart and was single-handedly .responsible for taking
·
·
·
· which ·reminJis you that you are not _, out the two. remaining .alumni ·players in ·orie dynamic
really holding a ro:yalflush unti_l you 'harid.,
.
_
are holding it with a Prince Albert.
_.
Maybe the olq. blood at the table was Martinez's
Through · the first hour,_ _ good luck charm, because soon after the two alums left, so
players who haq already gone "all in' 1 too djd his chip lead.
to find the cards were not on their side .
Barrett, who had been considerably short-stacked
were allowed a onfHime re-buy of for inuch of his . time at the championship table, found
himself rriaking a comeback. And fittingly, after the clock
$10 to continue playing: · ·
By the end of the fifst hour, struck 12, Barrett pulled off enough mir~cles to himself be ·
all competitors were able to purchase called St. Patrick. ·
_
. "
$1,000 more chips for the same $10
The last hands of the tournament were exciting ·
. ·fee. While-· $) ;000 seemed · Jike
enough to entertain more than a dozen spectatofs, some
treasure .·fyove . thro_ugh the first ·60 who had been eliminated for hours.
minutes, that paltry . sum would not
_
Second place nhisher Martinez won a stellar
even be. enough . to ·tip the dealers consolation prize- f<~ur prime seats at a Padres game of his
at the last tables. The biinds, which choosing. But Barrett was the big man of the tournament
_are the rotating bets two :designated _ and,as he was deciared the victor, he 'displayed th~ smile of
players must place before any card is _a champion, a smile so many had wished they could hlJ,ve
dealt, we~e in the tens of tho'usa~ds at flashed that night: ·
the final table; .
.
In the ·end, thanks to the charitable work of
When the final round _began, PILI,', ·Barrett ·was just one of many who came out of this
Torri Horton, 3L (L) .checks his cards as TheresaJohnson; 3L and Jerry.J>fohl,
it seemed lLDan Martinez was a lock tournament a winner.
3L look on. All participated in' the Poker Tourn:arnent. Photo by Tiffany Keith
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· . Confessions;. continued'from page 7

Mentoring, continued. :(rom page 2

_,.

'

.

.

Obt~in outlines for your mentee. ' If_you have .
·
·
·
· not had ·your mente~'s professors, ask -your friends if shocked. Liss work! familiarity! Mock Trial 'was, in fact, _ must have been worth something. I lost in the first round . .
my saivatiort .
..
.
..
.
Slacking must have caught up with rrie. At least l got a
·they have had those professors and if they are willing to'
· · Late Thursday night, before the beginning of unit of credit out of it.
·
·
·
share their outlines. You can also point mentees to student
·
· ·
the to_urnament on Friday, I ;wrote up my questions for .
In April I plan on competing in the spring mock
organizations, such . as the Women's Law Caucus,' that
•
•
_direct and 'cross-examinatio)1, and my• opening statement. trial tournament, now conducted hy AAJ, with my partner
ml:!,intain online outline/ banks.
·. We prepared our · witnesses about an hour before the from the past competition. Maybe I can reclaim my
. Talk about summer. internship or ·study abroad tournament. Too bad we didn 't have one of.the witnesses
slacking glory. In any case, if you have insomnia around
· , opportunities. What did you do over the summer? What are
·
,
committed for the entire tournament. Although one stayed · 3 :00 a.m. on April IA; 2007; give me a ·call because you
the advantages ·and disadvantages of working or going to ·. with us throughout and did a superb job, we had to pluck know where ! will be.
summer school after the first year? Remirnr your mentee to
·
·
. some ofour fellow_competitors to fill the other witness role
go to the Career Services Office arid its events. Encourage
·
,
a~·-we shockingly continued to move on throughout the
your mentee to ne~ork through Alumni, student ·clubs _tournament In any case, our witnesses ·were ·great and, ·I
and San Diego County Bar Association events.
must say, we were pretty good as w~L The end ·result you
Moo_t·court, continued from page 7
Share you stress-m_anagement strategies. Do you
•
m_ay ask? We received first place for the_defense;
workout regularly? ·D_o yo1,1 play ·intriimural sports to let .
. . off isteam? Do you get to the ·library at 7 a;m. to avoid
Back to the present:here I am, 3:00 a.m., with Diamond were undefeated and ranked 51h out of36 teams .
·
·
chronic feelings of deja vu, and trying to wrap my head going into the fourth round, bu_t lost in the semi-finals.·
procrastinating in the morning? .
·
·
aro1,Jnd how the words "procedur.al safeguards" and "First
Lastly, 3L's.Mark Rackers .and Laura Beatty· will
.
Mentoring is not too qifficult or burdensome. Yet,
the.benefits can be substantial. Atthe very least, mentoring . Amendment freedom of expression" have anything to . compete in the . Brooklyn La:w School's Jerome Prince
·
do .with each other. I thought . proc~du_re was all Fifi_h_ Memor1·a1 Ev1·dence Co·mpet1·t1·on dun·ng the weekend
· involves · sharing your own experience and discussiIJ:g·
·
• ·
·
·
·
· ·
Ame'iidment jurik, right? By about 9:00 a.m. ; three hours · of March . 29-3.1. Coached by 3L Marvin Roeder, the
things · that you have probably ·already ~ onsidered ·.·in · . befor~ the ·deadline,· i' had figured it ou.t enough toput
·
·
mapping out -your own legal career. It is an opportrmity to
.
.
. team will argue complex . evidence jss½eS involving ---. around twenty or -so pages of dribble together. Thankfully, the admission of .expert . te_stimony, the ·provision ·of • help someone else, as, well as yourselfbecause:·by taking
pa.rt in another person:s professional growth, yo,u will be - .I had another two weeks until the oral ;argume_nts . This time . .jury instructions regarding false •confessions, and the
helping •that person catapult into a posit101;1. to help you . I waited only two hours ~- not my' traditional-three-- to . constitutionality of admitting statements of third parties
later. you do not need to have all the ar'lswe~s.
·
write up my oµtline beforethe ora:hounds. The extra hour . relied upon by government expert witries~es . .
.

"'',.

'

Co_verage· of the Darfur Conflict
International Law Society,
Adam Sterling, and Darfur·

Plague, contin~ed from page 1

. and Tokyo War Tribunals, Spedal Court for Sierra
Leone, International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda
·(ICTR), and International Criminal Tribunal for .
_by Lindsey Stevens, staff writer .
the FormerYugoslavia (ICTY)) was a product of:
Aspark
victors. For ~xample, the Nlll'emberg and Tokyo
A few short years ago Adam Sterling was
Tribunals set up at the end of World War II were the
· an average undergraduate UCLA student trained
products oftheAllied Powers, ~hile the remaining
to avoicl the . endless flyers thrust toward _him on'
· tribunals were set up, for the most part, by the UN_
Bruin Walk. Influeneed by anAfrican Studies class
Security Council, again the Allied Powers of World ·
· and motivated by course reading, Sterlin·g found
War IL The phrase that best captures this historical
himself intrigued by the series of killings in Sudan,
trend, in my opinion, is "select'fve justice." I think
. and dumbfounded by the conflict between current
former Secretary · of, Defense Robert McNamara .
events and P?St-holocaust lessons of "never aga1n".
said it best in the documentary film "The Fog of ·
Responding
to his ·conscience, Sterling frequented
War," when he Said, "What makes it:immoral_ifyou _
-lose and moral!fyou win? 11 -, . . .
.
the. library for every publication on the t0pic of
genocide and began a dialogue with other students.
These selective international prosecutions
Was
. the i;najor ' lesson in from the . 20th century
also share the historic bed with a numbing account
of human loss · and horrific, state-sponsored Picture ofIDP camp in Sudan resulting from the Darfur conflict. Original reduced to mere rhetoric?
Colin Powell, in 2003, first recognized
violence. Now, in the 21'st century, . with the captions states: "Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) use sticks and
, onslaught · of violence in northern _Uganda, the scraps of plastic to construct makeshift shelters at Intifada transit camp ' that the native . population . of Western Darfur
Democratic ·Republic of the Congo, and most . · near Nyala i~ South Darfur. These shelters are characteristic . of many had become the subject of genocide. Though the ·
i~famously Darfur, there is an immediate need for IDP settlements in Darfur." From:·http://www.usaid.gov/locations/sub- eonflict is difficult to categorize along purely racial ·
this trend of human indif{erence to change, and for saharan_ africa/sudan/images/di~pla:ced_persons/photo0 1_ highres.html · or cultµral lines, this tragfc!dy marks the first time in
moderri history that mass murder has been declared
. a new method of international criminal prosecution .
a genocide while the killing is still occurring.
·
·.
· ·.
.
to emerge~
· Next week, I will be traveling to Hattiesburg, - these orders.
Mississippi to present my views on this new trend in
This break in international° customary law is A Call to Action
. international law at the 2nd annual University of Southern re~olut1onary. Never before has there been a pernia!1ent
Perplexed by the current .events . and a refusal
Mississippi conference on human rig4ts titled "Genocide international ·crimip.al court. ·Never before has such an to accept that history is·doomed to repeat itself, ·Sterling
in the 20th and 21st Centuries: Causes, Cas_es and Cures. 11 international organization dedicated to ending official delved deeper into understanding and .addressing the
In particular, J will be ' discussing how the International · impunity had such enormous international support. It is .a issue in_Darfur. He .consulted with students and involved .
Criminal Court, .taking Africa as an example, is _headirig · shame that the United States-is not party to this Court. For a UCLA faculty member who played a role in .forming
the powerful movement in the internationalcommu.rjity to · that matter, it's disappointing that the US is in such non- policy ·regarding the South African apartheid. Through
finally hold state officials accountable for the trauma; and signing company as Isra~l, India,_and several other known · the course of his research, Sterling realized that while
generational violence they have ca~sed.
··
human rights violators..
·
·_ .
.
.. · there were no American companies in Sudan, there were
· · In 1998, nearly every nation in ·. the world
Ultim_ately, I believe that peace in Sudan is only . billions of American dollars invested in the oil-wealthy
came together in Rome . to discuss the creation of the · achievable through justice, Despots arid coward§
country.
·. International Criminal Court (ICC). A treaty was signed .. only end -their tribal violence, and government-sponsored
that day by nearly all the participants, including the United killings justified on claims of terrorism, when they realize Divestment .
The Sudanese government does not seem to
States. Four years later, in 2002; after the 60th instrµmeiit their cushioned future-exile in sonie Middle Eastern
of ratification - was noted, the ICCl'came into force. country will possibly be threatened by the strong arm •of be concerned much with "mere international opinion."
Unfortunately, just before this happ~ned, 'President Bush . international justice. This ,s a hybrid point of view. ·Ori the . Obse1;Ving that economic pressure is far more compelling, ·
sent -an official letter indicating that the United States one hand, it plays to the realist the_o ry that everyone acts · Sterling used an idea he calls pure engagement. Pure
will not be a party to the Court, and will not recognize · in their own interests. ·on the ·other hand; there is an over- ·engagement is a strategy that ·encourages companies to
. its jurisdiction. While many scholars believe this is a . arching theme of liberalis~ in supporting . international alter and decrease their ,involvement in Darfur in order
crippling factor keeping the ICC from reaching its full . human rights. These aren't iny original thoughts. They have to put economic pressure on the ·government. If the
potentiai;:my view is more optimistic; ··.
been the thoughts of an ·impassioried movement since the · government fears that ultimately they will have no more .
A few weeks ago the ICC 's chi_ef-prosecutor · end of the 19th century. Ending physical violence in Africa investors while sustaining the genocide,theywill be forced
submitted evidence regarding the . future prosecution of is only the beginning. As Marfin Luther King, 'ir. put it, . to act. The ultimate goal}s to put sufficient pressure on the
two officials in . Sudan. The evidence submitted on the "True peace is not merely the absence of tension; it is the government so that they act to stop the genocide.
crimes . allegedly committed by the former Minister of presence of justice.".
·
·
' Sterling likens pure , engagement to a boss
State -of-the Interior for the government of Sudan and the ·
, counseling an employee about a behavior charig~ before
leader of the Janjaweed -is substantial. Documentation of
firing _the employee ..If the disfavored behavior changes,
horrific accounts ofrape, mutilation, and the government- ·
· . the employee keeps her job. Similarly, pure engagement •
directed slaughter of thousands of innocent men, women .
works through a . chain of interaction. It begins with
and children in Western Darfur is enough to send chills ·
company' investors writing · to the board of directors.
· down the most hardened spine: The sole challenge now, as
Investors •threaten to withdraw their investments if the
the )CC has discovered through their prose'cution efforts .
company does not change its relations within Darfur.
in northern Uganda, is figuring out an efficient way to get ·
. . . Determining which companies · to "engage" is
these men to The Hague for prosecution. Unfortunately,
often a difficult task. Sterling and his l:lssociates carefully
the treaty of the ICC only provides 'that the submission
evaluate companies based on criteria: such as the wotk
of individuals to the ICC _is in the hands of the officialsI'
they ·p_erform in Sudan and their reiationships with
h_ome state. Thus, it will be _up to Sudan to conform to ·
Please see Darfur, continued page 12
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Complete Election-Results ·.
- the race very close. ·
.
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.
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Cole Cannon

· by Michael Sienkiewicz, staff writer . .
- Before I go, l wanted to .fill ·you all in on some
· interesting things going on in the law school. Please look 1. Lionel Hutz
.· for more articles and information to come,- _ ..·
. Elimina,ting Tax I: The faculty and profos~ors - Hutz: Mrs Simpson, your sexual harassment case is j~st
- ·.. are . seriously considering eliminating Tax I . from the - what I need to r~build my shattered career! Care to join
. required list of classes._! know that somehow this rumor in a belt of Scotch? · ,
circulates.· every y~ar, but this is not simply another cruel ·Marge: But it's 9:3b in the morning!. .
April Fools joke. It has been hotly debated at the past two . Hutz: Yeah but... I haven;t slept in days.
faculty meetings and sent to cor_nmittee for further review.
The faculty only se_nds iss~es to cortrmittee if the idea: is This· exchange speaks for itself. The late great Phil
· viable and taken seriously. In committee _they exhaustively . · Hartman's second hppearance on the list is a true triumph
debate and research !!1e issue, .then .come back to the rest for the legal profession. Lionel Hutz, when he's not trying .
of the faculty with an actual proposal. The faculty then to score huge payouts on ·frivolous··cases; has a side,
votes. So, this may be something we see passed by the end . business in repairing shoes. For undisclosed reasons, he
ofthe ~year.
·
- ·
has taken oil the aliases Miguel Sanchez and Dr. Nguyen
·
Shortening Civil Procedure from .6 to_ 4 Van Thoe. Tcan only dream of having this kind of legal
Credits: This ·requirement _is :very strongly supported by career one day._
the Civ
faculty. While every subject is ifu~ortant in
. .
law school, clearly those who teacl;i a particular subject 2 ..Johnnie Cochran
fe~l t}).at their discipline is paramount and that any
reduction in credit load (which translates to number of · Johnnie Cochran might be the only legiti,mately great
hours of classroom time) would sacrifice student learning. lawyer ·on tlii$ list. Th~t does not mean that he is above .
Professors who strongly support the movement are th9se - inockery; ~o mock hini I ~ill. Cochran's command, "If
. that had their favorite 6 credit course de-unitized. They the glove doesn't fit, you mu-s t acquitt might be the m~st
will most likely vote fot fewer credits.
. -widely-~own legal argument in lay-America: In addition
_ , . Oi'i'.'"Li11e_Course Enroll: The law school seems to . to representing .O.J. Simpson, Cochran won .a series Of
·_ always be slated to register online "next semester.'' Faculty · .·victories for thtflikes of Sean "P. Diddy" Combs, Mfohael
· and administration know that we are-in the ·technological Jackson, Tupac Shakur; and Snoop Dogg. fj:owever,
·d~k ~ges and don't find it any more acceptable than you Cochran has also scored victories for lower-profile clients .
. - - nor I. However, because the la~ school falls under the · For instance, he represented -Reginald Denny, the wh~t;
University's. technological -infrastructure, we are at their'. . trucker who was beaten by an angry mob in the aftermath
·mercy. As of right now, we have been promised that online . of the Rodney King verdict. In his opinion, the happiest .
registration will finally materialize in the Fall, but you will moment as a lawyer was when he secured the release ·of
see ·those pretty multi-colored carbon copy registration · · wrongly . convicted Black Panther Elmer "Geronimo"
. forms in your mailbox before long oecause no one is · Pratt. Cochran, de~pite .his often-ridiculous mannerisms, .
_ holding. their breath.
·was truly champion for underdogs and those wronged
Ending the Semester Early: T4_e faculty and by police. _
- administration !!Ie ah;;o . aetively pursuing •"moving the
"'- spring · se·mester back one . week. ·If the .semester began• 3. Unfrozen Caveman Lawyer
and . ended · o0:e week . earlier, USD would be more in
"Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I'm just a caveman.
conformance with the schedules of the vast majority of
·I fell on some ice ~nd was later thawed by ·some of your . • ·
.
other law schools around the country. This would help
scientists. Your world frightens and confuses me! When
~tripent!J ,W4o iirt.s.tµdying_f}QfOad, th~se who n~edto
I see my ·image on the security camera at the country
' . " ,. " ih~n,r~mpi~y~t'.tra1ning sessions: anct also· 3L's who 'are
club,
!wonder, are they stealing my soul? I get so upset,
taking the.bat exam in other states.
·
. I hop out of my Range Rover, and run across the fairway
Lastly, · I wanted to sincerely thank some
to the clubhouse, where I get Carlos to ,make me one of
outstanding people. First, I'd like to thank the wonderful,
those martinis he's so famous fodo soothe my primitive
administration; Pean Cole and Dean Wilson in particular
· caveman brain; But whatever world you're from, I do
for all of their guidance and nelp through this past year;
. know one thing: in the 20 years from March 22, 1972,
Bill Anderson for always being so patient, flexihle, and
when he first ordered that extra nicotine be put into his
understanding with the students; all of the support staff,
product, until February , 25, 1992, when he -issued an
Kay, Karin, Leilani and all of those other wonieil who
interoffice . memorandum stopping _the addition _of that
~re simpiy amazirig. Thank you·also to those phenomenal'
nicotine, my client was legally insane."
women in the Career Services Office who stayed optimistic
despite sqme initial student hostility and resistance towards · · Cirroc, the unfrozen caveman lawyer, is a satire oflawyers
that area of th~ school in general. I would also like to thank who play on their conimon-folk roots to play to the
_the rest of the SBA for making some great firsts happen jury's sympathy. Cirroc also uses his shtick ·to hoodwink
this year: The U_SD Alurnni~Student Interactive Program,
prnstitutes and sire illegitimate children with his wife's
the Barrister's Ball, the largest and most successful
sister. He . gets a lot of mi_leage ,o ut of his unfortunate
Halloween Party, and much more.
condition; but is undeniably a sophisticated advocate.
.
In tribute to -your riew SBA President, I'll ·close
this article with: You stay ctassy University of San Diego. 4. Judge Extreme Akim
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. . - ."The hardest part about the 's tanford Invitational . Judge Akim Anastapolou of the reality TV series "Eye for
was the·timing/ said 2L, Greg Smith, • .
an Eye" dispenses justice the way I'm sure our Founding
''Getting together a team and ~onvincing ·each .. Fathers envi~ioned it when they drafted·the. C~nstitution
· other that we really wanted to take time out of our break to - with a Louisville Slugger: A prominent South Carolina
.prepare for this competition was our first hurdle. Once we plaintiff's attorney; Extreme Akim .brings his own brand
Mock Tr1a1, ·continued fr~mpage 7
were overthat, we then only had 3 weeks to get a winning of no-holds-barred legal analysis to the UPN network fi~e
.. did not score well enough to be in the running for the final case together."
_ · ··
· .daysa week. Akim is assisted by ' theghow's host, Kato
four spot. ·
·one team member, Kristie Nikoletich, was also Kaelin. In a represeJ:.itative case, Judge Akiip heard a case
.
The TYLA and AAJ teams were coached by part of the AAJ team that competed with the same case where man's friend had wrecked his car and then refused
Corky Wharton andLisa Hillan who put in countless hours · ·file two months after the Stanford Invitational. "Practicing to pay for the damages. His Honor ordered the only fitting
per week reviewing an_d commenting on student progress. with two diff~rent teams f,or two different tournaments ·· legal re_medy :..that the man be allow~d to take a baseball
I. .
was difficult at times;but one case filt:: made· it '.easy," said bat to his friends car. Truly hardcore.
Stanford Invitational: Behind the seep.es and before TYLA, •·· Kristie Nikoletich, 3L. ·
· ·
··
AAJ or even the .spring semester had started, an auxiliary ··
. , "The case definitely grew on me; at first glance,_ 5. Tucker Max
team had prepared and competed in another tou~ainent. an accident between a truck driv~r and a car is no_t_the most .
Continuing with the trend started in the Fall semester, 2Ls thrilling. However, the dynamics of working with diverse . This Duke Law graduate .had the opportunity and talent
were given an opportunity to hone their skills ih smaller · personalities and ·practicing with . differentthemes and to.be a great attorney. Fortunately for us, he chose instead
competitions as they aren't eligible to compe_te in national . techniques made it interesting arrd I really enjoyed .it. to squander his t~lent and spend his years in an al<ioholic ·
competitions until their 3L year:
..
. Also, by the time·AAJ rolled around, I was confident . stupor. As manager of his .eponymous website, Max tells
Coached by San Diego Deputy District Attorney _.in our presentation ~nd felt !ike Thad seen every·possible · tales·of his revelry and escapades to all who will doubleclick on his page. During his summer associate year, he
and USD Trial Team Alumnus Paul Reizen, the . team versiQn of the case file." . .
_
consisted of2Ls Hali Henderson, Greg Smith and'Hasmik
. .
Overall, the . team. performed well at • the· managed to -offend. and anger everyone who crossed his
path. His disgrace culminated in b_eing fired from the firm
Badalian and 3L ·Kristie Nikoletich. Since the Stanford invitational and narro~ly missed 2 nd place by 0.5 points.
over a near~affair with -a married senior partner. While
Invitational used, AAJ's case file, students were able to O
. . At the conclusion of these toµrnameiits, all the _
use the_tournament as an opportunity to .try out some of - Trial T~am has left to accomplish is to reciruit new team certainly amusing in a train-wreck kind of way, Max is
their theines a~d arguments and see what worked and . members from the upcoming AA) Spring Tournament · best viewed as a cautionary tale.
what flopped. The only catch ~as that the competition · taking . place April 14-15. Coaches Richard Wharton
took place the last weekend of January, only 2 weeks after and Lisa Hillan look forward to working with the talent PS. Lawyer joke:
the spring semester began. This meant-that practicing for on next year's teani and continuing the successes of the _ Q: Did you hear about the jurisprudence fetishist? ·
the tournament started during Winter Break. · ·
· prngram.
A: Yeah, he gets off on technicafity.
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POINT/COUNTERPOINT:
TO SUE OR NOT TO SUE RESTA·:U RANTS FOR CHILD OBESITY
•

I

POINT:

COUNTERPOINT:

Suing Restaurants .Is .Ridic,u lous.

C(?rporat~ Restaµrartts .Perpetuaty Obesity
by Gregory Smith, staff writer ·

.by H,asrhik Badalian,.associate editor ·

. The Pizza Hut ~~ading program is yet another example of society sending the
In early ¥arch, CNN published an article about h~w ~izza Hut's Book' It
program is under attack by child-development experts. ·
·
wrong message to children.· Decades ago, children read becaqse books were e<;Iucational,
very least, children read because their parents told them
For those not fortunate enough to experience it, Book It is an incentive program book yvere interesting, or at
used in over-50,000 schookacross the nation that rewards young students who read · to. Now, children will only re·a d when multi-national corporations bribe them. It is yet
. books with free pizzas. Participating teachers set a ~or{thly reading .goal for each student. another demonstration thatthe""what's in.it for me-ism" ofmodern life has tricked aUthe
Those _who meet the goal get a certificate they can redeem for a free personal ~n pizza -way down and nqw infects children. The simple fact is childfe~ should not be rewarded
at Pizza Hut.
·
·
for doing what is required of thein:
,
,
- Schools are rampant with programs that reward mediocrity and hold up average
Those campaigning against Pizza Hut have criticized the Book It program
because they question the value of incentiv~ programs, blame programs similar to Book students as pinnacles of achievement. PE classes are eliminating games that show S01J?.e
·students are more athletic than others;• Grades are being eliminated anq.classes are being
- It for childhood obesity, and scoffat corporate ehcroachinent
reformulated to boost selfesteem and worth; The Piz.z a forBooks program isexactlyh the
There are three very simple and logical responses _to these asinine arguments.
·
·
sarrie thing. It breates a race to-the bottom and encourages ·
·
·
First, kids need incentives t• do things they don't
students to read short and easy books fo earn their prize.
like to do. Without incentives, kids wouldn't do anythirig
_Instead of giving little Johnny a high~fat treat for getting
besides what made them happy - namely, picking their
through the latest Magic Treehouse book, Johnny should
nose, and watching television all day long. For some,
be 1old the truth ... he reads 2 grade levels lower than he
reading books is not the default activity during · down
time and most kids would rather hot read. -J,3ut even for'
oughtto and is 25 lbs o:verweight for his age!
the most studious kid, reading to yourself quietly is much
O~esity is a large arid growing problem in
America (re-read the sentence if you didn't laugh the
less entertaining than playing loud, violent video games
first time. , ,get it, it is funny). The Pizza Hut program
or running around outside with your friends. For this very _
only perpetu~tes the problem. Given the widespread
reason, incentives are necessary to encourage children to
movement to improve the quality of :food available at
read more than they would choose to.
· school, it is foolish to undermine these gains by allowing
Plus, how do you think good parents ,rear wellcompanies to givejtmk food to sfuderits for consumption
behaved children? They give incentives and punish. Ifs tlie .
after
school.
staple of child discipline or else we'd have childi-en (and
If Pizza Hut really -wanted to help improve
some do) who have a mind of their oV\lil and grow to be
schools and: the education system in general, they woul<.l attack the problem head Oil.
people rio one wants to hang out with.
·Second, what do you expect'Pizza Hut to incentivize children -wit~ if not pizza? .Instead' of donating ' m~llions of dollars in free pizza, they could spend the eXll;Ct same
Carrots? Or milk.?'The reason Pizza Hu.t is able to offer any kind, of reward to kids is ·amount of money on textbooks, or computers, oi: teachers. Pizza Hut isn't actually trying
because·it is ·offers them pizza, an reward that costs them next to nothing to give. Pizza to.help; they are instead. engaged in a grassroots guerrilla marketing campaign. Much as
Hut wouldn't be able to afford giving out a product or reward out of its realm ofexperti~~ _ drug dealers gi~e free hitsto first timers in the h~pe of getting them hooked, Pizza Hut
and furthermore, how can we as a society expect it to?
.
.
is giving children free pizza vouchers knowing Little Johnny will become a customer for
.
..
.This seeins to be a classic case of looking a gift horse in tne mouth. Instead of life:
If parents want to reward children ;for r~ading that is one thing,_but our school
being thankful that there.is a corporation out there who is willing to give out ANYTHING
to kids for free (much less, sustenance!) in an attempt to promote literacy and good study
syste~ an~.our ~ociety ·should not force the rewards upon theinr
Please se1r Point, continued-page ,1.6 .
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experience, "although we \Vere ther~ at the crack of dawn Diego County ·Bar Association, the San: bi ego Volunteer ·
on a .Saturday morning [a precious commodity in -law Lawyer Program··and the Lawyers Club of San Diego. The
school], it w~s a good feeling to volunteer our time arid to · event was a mariifestatimi of the attention to detail and
know that our participation .was vital ·for providing this ·compassion tpat makes our local attorneys so successful
in their professional 1ives. ·Jill Burkhardt; president of tbe
opportunity to women across the county." ·
.
"The number of.people willirig to volunteer their ·sDCBA, attended the event, and Sam was impressed by her .
·
·
approachability.
time and expertise was
ihcredibfe,
echoed
· "Sh~ was in · a
Alex: Lowde_r, lL. . "It ·
t-shirt ' ·and jeans
was interesting to see
- no pretense - just
the variety of 2eople ·
working . hard arid
committed· to making
passing out . giff
the event a success
bags like ever<; one .
particularly the
. else." . Th.is was
·. attorneys and fellow
·Sani's . ·second
law students who were
ye~r ·volunteering
willing to volunteer
at the .· Fair. Last .
their precious · time
year, as a _student
on
a
Saturday,"
.at. UCSD, . she ·
Many other USO law
babysat infarifs in .·
students volunteered
the ·daY: carei This .
. by playing with kids
year, she assisted .
in the childcare center
with . tpe · make 0
or talking · to . teens
up .
application
in the teen ceriter.· seminar,
served
Women's Resource Fair ·
· ·.. lunch, distributed
The daycare was •Women's Resource Fair · ·
. . . .
· swag bags and
· , organized according
. to age group, so . volunteers who were eomfortable · helped women and children board school buses for the trip women and children, but helps to build families and the
handling infants had the opportunity to c~re for babies, . home. She plans to volunteer again at riext year's Fair. .
communities they live in. I can't think of a better way to
' ''The- women's · resource fair provides a spend a Saturday,' 14 said Rachel Lipsky, an assocjate at
and others had the opportunity to color and play board
games with older children.
.
meaningful opportunity to connect with and . support · Coast Law Group . .
The Fair was co-sponsored and organized by the San women_ and children in need. The fair not orily helps
- 3

Faculty Auction~ continued from page 5
·the piano and venue, Profes_sor Setnitsu can play music pink tuxedo with pink ruffles. Any bid over $500 included · expressed Greg Smith, ·2L, one ·of the 1.6 students who
ranging from :;;tandards 80's -power ballads to TV thehie the option of having him ,dress up as a blond cheerleader. paid $71 to attend the event. "I'm so excited, I can hardly
.
.
songs to Broadway show tunes to hip hop·love songs As the bidding heated up, Devitt threw in a twist of his . contain myself!" shared Jcihn Lo, 2L.
to church hymns to new age cover versions cif Britney own. He suggested the event be held at hfs hciuse and he
"As if seeing Sernitsu .playing the piano dressed
Spears classics ..So long as you're not iequesting Schubert p·rovide dinner .and w.ine. In sum, fifteen lucky students up like a blond cheerleaderwouldri't already be the coolest .
concertos,. he'll take your requests and make a set_list .. will have the chance to hang QUt at Devitt's house, eating thing ever, w·e also get to see inside Professor bevitt's
catered to your heart's delight."
· and drinking deliciousness, aff while Semitsu, the blond · house,'' said Hali Henderson, another student attending.
Throwing a twist ori the prize, Semitsu also gave cheerieader plays the piano. "Good fC>od, good compal}y, .· "It's really tcio good to be true, which is why I'm bringing
any bid over $200 the option of having him dress up in a Semits'u dressed . in .drag ... this is a dream come true," . a cam~ra. Wait, will Professor Devitt thi~ it's weird_if I
· just take random pictures of myself in different rooms of
-------------,-----,---D-a-rfur.- ,. -c_o_n-t1-_n_u_e_d_-fr~o-m-_-p-a-.g-e-_9 ------,-~------.,.------. _his house?" ·

to

·
·
·
·
·
·
Shih expressed her gratitude for Devitt's spur-ofthe Sudanese government. If the company seems to· be . . benefit agovernment ·condoning genocide. Since the rally,
•
,
the-moment generosity. "Thanks to Professor Devitt who
funding or contributing to the Sudanese -government's ail UC funds have been w_ithdrawn fr_om Sudan. ·
·
·
offered the use of his house for Professor Semitsu's.piano
operations, they oecome a candidate for pure engagement.Currently, legislation is pending in nineteen playing, this last item is whafbrought our total amount of
Ifthe company does not respond to the pure engagement · states that would req_uire state pension funds to engage_ money raised .to over"$7,500 _,,
·
. strategy · withtn three months, divestment occurs, . and· .. with their Sudanese investm__ ents and .ultimately divest. ·
. WLC changed the format of the auction slightly
American funds are withdrawn.
·
Sterling recommends contacting California senators Boxer
•
this year by adding jn a new component: a silent auction,
. arid. Feinstein to . express support for more divestment allowing students to bid on items before the ·1ive event.
Success
. \
· · legislation. ·
• .· ·. · ·
·
· "The _idea of doirig a silent auction was actuaJly suggested
Sterling, now age24, has achieved relative
·· _ For more information on this topic, please contact .by Professor Lobela-and I'm glad she suggested it," stated
·
··
/
success in not only attracti~g attention to the crisis iil the Uni_versity of Sari Diego School of Law International.
O'Hair: "Although I felt that the silent auction could have
Darfur, but also.in his pure engagement strategy·. In 2005, Law Society. M_arshall Skaletsk_y is the new president
· ·
been mcire popular, and will be in the future, I was ieaHy
Sterling organized a rally on the UCLA campus, in_volving· . and is lookin_g or motivated individual_s to_ serve on -the
·
happy we did it in terms of advertising the packages arid
students from all UC schools; in order to raise awareness •executive board. ,
creating a buzz about-the auction. If used in future years,
·I think the silent auction will continue to help facilitate a
about the UC funds invested in operations that ultimately
£_

Point~ continued.from page 11
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faster-running auction and higher winning bids."
WLC member Brian Tomkiel was able to get
habits, by criticizing the program, society is
kegs, typically ·a major · expense, donated. With . ·the
We're not talking about tobacco here, or alcohol. · donation of the kegs the event only cost around $350,
Pizza is not an addictive substance such tha~ putting it out including the free beer, pizza and beads provided to th~se
for free ~Ii the hands.of children is morally reprehensible. in attendance.
.
We're talking .about food that these kids' parents _would
.
"WLC FacultyAuction could nothappen without
otherwise · buy fo~ them anyways . OR, food that they the generosity of our faculty, staffand students," said Shih.
· wouldn't otherwise be able to afford.
·"Thank you to the students who so generously gave, WLC
· Third, blaming Book ItJor childhood obesity is hopes you enjoy your bids but also that you enjoy your
• so .far reaching that it's laughable . .If there's anyone ·to . chance to spend time wit~ our outstanding Faculty at USD ·
blame for- childhood obesity is parents, primarily because . Law."
kids can't chobse what they.put into their bodies without .
"I couldn't have. been happier with the auction,"
some approval fr.om their parent~ . .
O'Hair said. "So many people helped 011t in setting up,
_ People need to start taking responsibility for their working·at the event, soliciting donations, and attending-own actioris and stop blaming corporate America for their all allowin~ the auction to run smoothly and allowing me
shortcomings. If you don't want"your kid to be fat, don't to rel.ax and enjoy myselfl'' .
· feed it pizza. I'm pretfy sure when your kid brings home _ . .
Upcoming Event: Mark your calendars for April
that .pizza certificate, there's no other way for them to 11, 2007, when WLC will host its 2nd Speed Networking
" . -redeem it without you driving them there . .
event. If you have · any questions, or know an · attorney
or· judge who would like . to participate, please ·email
usdwlc@gmail.com ·
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